Hawaiian, Asian, & Pacific Issues Focus: Multi-campus Articulation Meeting
AGENDA

Date & Time
Thursday, January 25, 2007, 1:30-3:30 pm
[note: a Foundations multi-campus articulation meeting will be held from 12:30-1:30, immediately preceding the HAP meeting]

Locations (polycom)
Kaua‘i CC: Learning Resource Center
Leeward CC: Campus Conference Room
Maui CC: Kaaike Room 103
Windward CC: Hale Kuhina Room 106
UH Hilo: Media Center UCB 121
UHM: Bachman 113

Tentative Agenda
1 Welcome & Introductions
2 Articulation Model: Writing Intensive and Foundations Multi-campus Agreements
3 Develop Plan of Action
4 Discussion

Background materials
• Call to meeting memo (2006-11-21)
• Foundations multi-campus articulation agreement memo (2004-05-20)
• Foundations portfolio procedures memo (2004-08-16)

List of Representatives Submitted by Each Campus

HawCC John Cole
HawCC Jerry Saviano
HawCC Colette Higgins
HawCC Dennis Nullet
HawCC Kawika Napoleon
HawCC Louise Pagotto
HawCC Carmela Tamme
HawCC Dennis Chun
LeeCC Jim Goodman
LeeCC Mike Pecsok
LeeCC Momi Kamahele
LeeCC Paul Lococo

MauiCC Ann Emmsley
MauiCC Kahele Dukelow
MauiCC Colette Higgins
MauiCC Dennis Nullet
MauiCC Kawika Napoleon
MauiCC Louise Pagotto
MauiCC Carmela Tamme
MauiCC Jerry Saviano
MauiCC Colette Higgins
MauiCC Dennis Nullet
MauiCC Kawika Napoleon
MauiCC Louise Pagotto
MauiCC Ann Emmsley
MauiCC Kahele Dukelow
MauiCC Colette Higgins
MauiCC Dennis Nullet
MauiCC Kawika Napoleon
MauiCC Louise Pagotto
MauiCC Ann Emmsley
MauiCC Kahele Dukelow
MauiCC Colette Higgins
MauiCC Dennis Nullet
MauiCC Kawika Napoleon
MauiCC Louise Pagotto

UHWO Ross Cordy
WinCC Floyd McCoy
WinCC Kalani Meinecke
WinCC Liko Hoe
UHM Monica Stitt-Bergh
UHM Stella Hieda

UH Joanne Itano
UH flo wiger
UHM Carlos Andrade
UHM Ron Cambra
UHM Todd Sammons